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medieval, mediaeval, middle-english, electronic book, books, Librarius, librarius, literature. The Canterbury Tales is a collection of stories by Geoffrey Chaucer that was first published in 1400. Read The Canterbury Tales here, with side-by-side No Fear translations into modern English. To read frames, you need Netscape 2.0 or higher. The text below
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Canterbury Tales in hypertext, The Canterbury Tales on-line, medieval, mediaeval, middle-english, electronic book, books, Librarius, librarius, literature. Photo Courtesy: Reinhart Julian/Unsplash These days, we take speech to text for granted, and audio commands have become a huge part of our lives. But whether you’re a student or a busy
professional, text-to-speech services are also available to make reading large pieces of writing easier. If you’re an auditory learner or your eyes get fatigued quickly from reading on screens, text to speech can help, and these services are also ideal for people who have vision or reading difficulties. If you’re looking for a text-to-speech service, you don’t
have to download expensive software; free online text-to-speech services work just as well for most purposes. These are some of the best text-to-speech websites that can help you.ReadTheWordsReadTheWords is a free website that gives you the ability to take longer texts and convert them into MP3s that you can download and listen to, embed or
even post as podcasts. The site offers over a dozen different readers in various languages with adjustable speeds, and you can convert multiple types of files into clear audio. Photo Courtesy: ReadTheWords You have to create an account with ReadTheWords to be able to use its service. The site includes tutorials along with samples and testimonials.
These come from a wide range of users, including those who have downloaded audio versions of articles to listen to on their commutes and even lawyers who use the site to listen to legal briefs and interviews. The website itself may look outdated, but it offers state-of-the-art audio options.If you’re looking for something completely free that doesn’t
require a membership or login, take a look at Text2Speech.org. Using this service, you can listen to the audio of your text online, and you have the option to download a WAV file or MP3 audio of it. Text2Speech allows you to convert up to 4,000 characters of text at a time into audio for download. Photo Courtesy: text2speech.org The voice quality is
somewhat robotic, but its cadence is still fairly natural. You have a few different options for languages, speeds and accents, which gives you a little flexibility with your speech audio. Because it’s a free service, Text2Speech gives you the option to donate to help support its efforts.Paralink TTS ConversionFor a robust text-to-speech and translation
solution in a simple package, take a look at Paralink’s TTS Voice feature. The Paralink site, although basic and somewhat outdated in appearance, allows you to take chunks of text and listen to them in audio format, provided you have Adobe Flash capabilities in your web browser. You can embed the audio on a website or listen to it directly from the
site. Photo Courtesy: Paralink Translator Paralink also includes translation services. You can convert your text into Spanish, French, Italian, Russian or Portuguese and take advantage of translation dictionaries in these languages as well as German. Paralink also offers a Chrome browser extension for convenience. You can donate to help keep the
site’s services free.iSpeech.orgAnother effective option for text to speech is iSpeech.org. This site offers you text-to-speech and translation options on a clean, easy-to-use interface. You can listen to the audio of your text online or register to download audio files. You can choose male or female voices, variable speeds and dozens of languages to
translate to or from. Convert plain text, PDFs and ebooks to speech without installing any software onto your computer, too. Photo Courtesy: iSpeech.org iSpeech offers additional options that can help you add audio to your website or blog, along with audio for apps and face-recognition software. If you’re simply looking for an option to turn
paragraphs of text into sound, iSpeech makes it easy to listen to audio that sounds nearly human.Amazon PollyAnother exciting option for text to speech comes from a site where you expect to see almost everything these days — Amazon. Amazon’s Polly service is part of its Amazon Web Services (AWS) suite, so it does require an AWS account. Most of
what Polly provides is also not free, but it’s impressive. Photo Courtesy: Amazon Web Services Polly offers high-quality audio in multiple languages, and the audio sounds like a live human reading text to you. With Polly, you can also create a custom voice for your website in a “newscaster” or “conversational” style. Polly is a helpful tool that’s
worthwhile if you’re in the market for a text-to-speech option for your business or a professional website. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET A complete modernisation with illustrations by Mary Eliza Haweis (English, 1848-1898) courtesy of the British Library Section I - The General Prologue Section II - The Knight’s Tale Section III - The
Miller’s Prologue and Tale Section IV - The Reeve’s Prologue and Tale, and the Cook’s Prologue and Tale Section V - The Man of Law’s Prologue, Tale and Epilogue Section VI - The Wife of Bath’s Prologue and Tale Section VII - The Friar’s Prologue and Tale, and the Summoner’s Prologue and Tale Section VIII - The Clerk’s Prologue and Tale Section
IX - The Merchant’s Prologue, Tale and Epilogue Section X - The Squire’s Prologue and Tale Section XI - The Squire-Franklin Link, and the Franklin’s Prologue and Tale Section XII - The Physician’s Tale, the Physician-Pardoner Link, and The Pardoner’s Prologue and Tale Section XIII - The Shipman’s Tale, and The Prioress’s Tale Section XIV - The
Prioress- Sir Topaz Link, Sir Topaz, the Topaz-Melibee Link, and The Tale of Melibee Section XV - The Monk’s Prologue and Tale Section XVI - The Nun’s Priest’s Prologue, Tale and Epilogue Section XVII - The Second Nun’s Prologue and Tale Section XVIII - The Canon’s Yeoman’s Prologue and Tale Section XIX - The Manciple’s Prologue and Tale, The
Parson’s Prologue and Tale, and Chaucer’s Retractions About This Work The Canterbury Tales is a collection of stories, written in the Middle English vernacular, supposedly told among a group of pilgrims travelling from London to Canterbury. Chaucer uses the form, possibly based on knowledge of Boccaccio’s Decameron gained on a visit to Italy in
1373, to provide a highly varied portrait of his society, both secular and religious. The journey of the pilgrims, unlike that of say Homer’s Odysseus or of Dante in the Divine Comedy, is relatively unimportant compared to the tales themselves where Chaucer’s true interest lies. Entertaining, and lively, these stories though primarily intended for a
literate and courtly audience, exhibit Chaucer’s wide love of character and humour, and his mix of narrators allows him to reveal both the scope and complexity of his times. His interest in religion and spirituality is muted, while his secular delight in the varied lives of men and women is to the fore. A founding master of English literature, Chaucer was
highly valued by subsequent writers, and set the tone for the later tradition through his social inclusiveness, his pleasure in the everyday, and his introduction of European cultural elements to an English setting. About the Author Geoffrey Chaucer was born c1343 in London to a prosperous family of wine-merchants. Through his father’s connections,
he began his official duties as page to the Countess of Ulster, the wife of Lionel, second son to the king, Edward III. Chaucer subsequently served as courtier, diplomat and civil servant while also establishing his poetic reputation. He appears to have travelled widely in Europe during his varied court career. He married Philippa de Roet, lady-inwaiting to the queen, and sister to Katherine Swynford, John of Gaunt’s third wife, and flourished under John of Gaunt’s patronage. His most prolific period of writing was during his time as comptroller of customs for the port of London, between 1374 and 1386, both Troilus and Criseyde, his finely constructed poem based on classical and Renaissance
sources, and the early Canterbury Tales, his celebration of the English social landscape, dating from that time. Chaucer is thought to have died in October 1400, not long after the overthrow of his royal patron Richard II and the accession of Henry IV, and he was buried in Westminster Abbey, that being his right as a tenant of the Abbey Close, in what
has become known as Poet’s Corner. His son Thomas had a significant career at the court of successive kings, and as Speaker of the House of Commons. Modernised by A. S. Kline Copyright © 2007, All Rights Reserved. This work MAY be FREELY reproduced, stored and transmitted, electronically or otherwise, for any non-commercial purpose.
Conditions and Exceptions apply. Last Modified May 2007
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